GET OUT AND STEP INTO THE APOCALYPSE

Free-Roaming. Multi-Player. Immersive.
Start stopping the zombie apocalypse this November with Zero Latency.

Get out of your comfort zone, gear up and Step Right In an apocalyptic world awaits with Zero Latency Singapore.
SINGAPORE, October 30th, 2017 – The apocalyptic world of zombie attack is upon us. Do you have what it takes
to survive with just nothing but your wits, gear and your trust in your team-mates? Enter the adventure of a
lifetime where you can explore space stations, fight off hordes of killer zombies to stay alive and solve complex
puzzles in a fantastical world.
BOUNCE Singapore launches a new era of lifestyle entertainment at Suntec City with Virtual Reality (VR) social
gaming at Zero Latency Singapore, the irrefutable world-leader in location-based free-roaming VR entertainment
that’s out of this world.
Massive plans have been announced to revolutionise VR gaming in Singapore by transforming 4,200 square feet
of prime retail space at Suntec City (3 Temasek Boulevard, #03-346/347, Singapore 038984) into Zero Latency’s
warehouse scale VR gaming zone.
BGR (America’s #1 source of exclusive and breaking technology and mobile news for early adopters and savvy
technophiles) enthuses about Zero Latency,
“This is what the future of gaming looks like.”

Zero Latency’s free-roaming multi-player gameplay has the perfect experience for families, groups, and hardcore gamers alike.
Singapore’s first Zero Latency arena will launch with three gaming worlds to choose from:
Engineerium (15 mins) - Perfect for first-timers and VR experimenters, this family-friendly fantasy alien
world combines ancient floating platforms and puzzle challenges which will open your eyes to the
phenomenal world of virtual reality.
Zombie Survival (15mins) - Bunker down in a fort surrounded by waves and waves of Zombies. Can you
stay alive until the rescue team arrives? A medium-intensity gaming undead shooter experience that
guaranteesd to keep your adrenaline alive.
Singularity (30mins) - Hard core gaming just got serious. How will you fare against killer robots and
rogue drones in zero gravity? Watch out for danger in a secret military space station; your survival will
depend on which of four weapon modes (scatter, beam, pulse rifle, or rail gun) you use against the
enemy, so choose wisely.
Zero Latency’s hyper-immersive, state-of-the-art VR gaming experience in Singapore is the 14th branch on the
planet following successful launches in major cities in Japan, USA, Spain and Australia. Up to eight players at a
time don high-end VR headsets and military-style backpacks and enter a 360-degree interactive digital universe.
Wireless technology allows each player to move around freely in the sprawling VR gaming space, as well as talk,
interact and strategise with their team-mates in real time.
Conveniently located in the heart of CBD, PMEBs in Singapore’s can pop in to destress in cool comfort away
from Singapore’s heavy humidity, and let-off some steam in this breath-taking VR world without breaking a
sweat. Zero Latency is excellent for team building so step right in and let it all out.

Get the zombies before they get you! We dare you to take on Zombie Survival at Zero Latency.

Imagine stepping into an alternative world. In a wide-open space with no obstacles, you and your team can
freely explore the virtual environment together. Wireless technology equipment lets you lose yourselfves and
move freely in the game. Battle through a series of simulations while being able to see your teammates as fullmotion avatars. Stay in constant communication to strategise, call for backup and ultimately compete for the
highest score.
Each play-through is a unique experience with success measured both by a personal score and a team score.
You can stay in contact with each other through Razer-integrated headphone / microphone units and OSVR
HDK2 virtual reality headsets while wearing a military-grade backpack containing a high-performance Alienware
PC gaming computer. For game sessions that require firepower, you’ll hold a perfectly weighted, custom-made
simulated weapon in your hands.
Be the first in Singapore to experience the amazing world of Zero Latency.
Register your interest now to enjoy our launch specials before they are booked out ahead of Day 1 on Saturday
25thFriday 24th Nov 2017 at Zero Latency Singapore’s Website. To mark the launch of Zero Latency Singapore,
tickets will be priced at S$59 per person (usual retail price at S$69 per person) and each session can
accommodate up to 8 players simultaneously.
Please see Appendix A for gameplay packages available at our launch.
-End-

APPENDIX A: ZERO LATENCY VR GAMEPLAY COMBOS AND OPENING HOURS
Zero Latency (ZL) comes with 03 different types of packages at launch. Each ticket consists of:
15mins of detailed gameplay briefing, including safety and game objectives,
30 mins of hyper-immersive VR gameplay. and
finish off with a private debriefing session with your squad at the exclusive ZL Lounge before
returning to the real world.
Visit Zero Latency Singapore’s website for booking details.

ZL PACKAGES

RRP

Engineerium +
Zombie Survival
Zombie Survival +
Zombie Survival
Singularity

S$69

Launch
Price
S$59

S$69

S$59

S$69

S$59

Opening Hours
Sundays through Thursdays
(including Public Holidays) 10am to
10pm
Fridays and Saturdays (including eve
of Public Holidays) 10am to 11pm

Note: Above information and packages subject to change

About Zero Latency:
Zero Latency is the pioneer and global leader in out-of-home free-roam VR entertainment. The
Melbourne, Australia, based company has constructed warehouse-scale VR game arenas as freestanding locations and has also integrated them into resorts, family entertainment centres, go karting
facilities, and other entertainment destinations. There are 7 Zero Latency powered arenas currently in
operation across the United States in addition to locations in Tokyo, Osaka, Madrid, Brisbane and
Melbourne. Zero Latency was named by Fast Company as one of the Top 10 Most Innovative Gaming
companies.

About BOUNCE Singapore:
Jumping into the scene in June 2016, BOUNCE Singapore revolutionised the indoor family
entertainment environment in Singapore with their 24,000 square feet “urban playground” based at
level 9 Cathay Cineleisure Orchard. Consisting of multiple trampoline zones and a giant airbag,
BOUNCE also contains Singapore’s first “Leap of Faith” and Ninja Warrior-style adventure course, XPark. BOUNCE Singapore has rapidly become the “go-to” destination for birthday parties, corporate
group events, and those of all ages looking to simply have some fun (and get some exercise) in a safe,
clean and centrally located venue.

For more information, please visit: www.zerolatencyvr.com.sg
For Media Enquiries, please contact:
Michelle Ang
ADD+ Creative
M: +65 9115 9005
E: Michelle@apcg.com.sg

APPENDIX B: PRESS IMAGES FOR ZERO LATENCY
Note to Editors:
1. Photos and Videos can be downloaded from https://goo.gl/298Us5
2. All photos and videos must be credited to Zero Latency Singapore.

Engineerium is a family-friendly 15-minute puzzle
game and walking adventure set on a fantastical
ancient alien world that lets you walk up and down
ramps and twisty, curvy walls, defying gravity.

Zombie Survival is an intense, undead-themed 15minute VR shooter, in which players are caught in a
zombie outbreak and need to destroy the undead
hordes while they wait for help to arrive.

Singularity is an immersive space-themed 30-minute
shooter in which players battle through robots, killer
drones, and gun turrets in the zero-gravity
environment of a military space station.

-End-

